
Honors English 11 
Unit I: The Great Gatsby  
F.S. Fitzgerald Correspondence Response Qs 
 
Directions:  
Read the letters distributed in class from F. Scott Fitzgerald to his 
editor, Maxwell Perkins.  Then choose six of the following ten 
questions and respond in well-formed paragraphs for each.  Any 
question that requires quick research does NOT have to be 
properly cited, though you should only explore reliable sources. 
 
 

1. Based on all of these letters, what do you make of Fitzgerald‟s relationship with Maxwell 
Perkins?  How does F.‟s confidence in Max challenge/reinforce what we think of the 
author? 
 

2. In Letter #1, F. seems to suggest quite a bit about his ability to stand on his own, away from 
the reputations of others.  What else in this letter confirms or challenges this notion? 
 

3. Consider all of the titles Gatsby toys with throughout the letters.  Who/what is “Trimalchio” 
and why might F. think it a fitting title for the book?  Identify which, of all the potential 
titles, you think is the best and why.  Then, which is the worst? 
 

4. In Letter #3, F. points out in issue (D) that he is interested in „fixing‟ Gatsby‟s „vagueness,‟ 
eventually working to „make him clear.‟ Having read most of the novel, do you think F. was 
successful?  Why or why not? 
 

5. In Letter #3, F. talks about a choice he made in ch. 2 (when Nick hangs out with Tom and 
Myrtle in the apt.) to make Nick read Simon Called Peter.  Do some quick research and 
answer F.‟s question to Maxwell Perkins: Is that raw (i.e. crude)? 
 

6. In letter #4, why do you think F. is so confident with the character to Tom in the novel?  
What does F. say about him?  Do you agree? 
 

7. In letter #4, do you agree with F. that “Myrtle is better than Daisy”? 
 

8. In letter #4, why do you think F. thinks playing “Jazz History of the World” in Ch. 2 at 
Gatsby‟s first party is “rotten.” Do some quick research on this “composition” and 
comment as to what the author might have been saying. 
 

9. In letter #3, F. talks about his enjoyment of Will James‟ novel Cowboys North and South as 
Zelda would read it aloud to him.  Though in letter #4, he changes his mind and also gets 
the title wrong.  What might this suggest about F.? 
 

10. Also in letter #4, F. expresses interest in Thomas Boyd‟s 1924 book Portraits Real and 
Imaginary.  Do some quick research on this title.  What is F‟s concern about the content and 
what does this reveal to us about him? 


